Beautifully designed by Louis Casale, this rugged, aluminum Control Line Model can really “take it.” A master performer in the hands of an expert...a steady, reliable, easy-to-fly “trainer” for the novice. • All Aluminum, except for wing and elevators, the Casalaire comes in kit form, with all metal parts die-stamped and pre-shaped. Can be completely assembled and ready to fly in just a few hours. Takes a “B” or “C” gas engine.

Only $18.50 Now $14.75
(less motor)

THE CASALAIRE KIT

TISON BROS.
2226 South Sepulveda Boulevard • Los Angeles 25, California
Casalaire Kit contains completely detailed drawings and instructions for assembling. So simple, even the most inexperienced modeler can build and fly it successfully. Order Your Casalaire Today! Experience the thrill of real flying with this FLIGHT TESTED CASALAIRE.

DEALERS
Casalaire is available for immediate delivery. Be sure your stock includes this fast selling, proven performer. Casalaire Sells Itself! Order Direct. Usual discounts.

SPECIFICATIONS
All Metal Fuselage, Cowling, Fin and Landing Gear • Balsa and Silk Span Wing • Solid Balsa Stabilizer • Plastic Windshield • Span 45 inches • Length 30 inches • Takes "B" or "C" Gas Engine. Complete Kit, $18.50 (less motor).
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